My submission:-

To reduce penalty rates is just a pathetic attempt at reducing wages for people who work unsociable hours.

To say that restaurants would employ more staff is just utter spin 101 considering it would just make bigger profits and the ABS has recently reported that the biggest growth business / industry is the opening of restaurants and cafes!

Therefore, if its so bad, why do people attempt opening of these establishments knowing all too well that they will require people to work unsociable hours, because thats when the biggest turnover of money will occur.

How about the Productivity Commission focus and recommended the complete stoppage of the Visa 457's that are flooding our job market and then we have the eggsperts saying they are perplexed on why unemployment is rising every month. Its lovely how the Abbott Government secretly and quietly removed the quote on employers hiring these visa peoples in the hope of creating a bigger pool of talent (& I use that word LOOSELY so in the long term, the poor Australian shafted tax-payer will be eventually asked to take a pay cut because the "others" are earning much less..........GOOD COUNTRY AUSTRALIA......well it used to be.
Please advise further if and when my submission will be reviewed and / or published accordingly.

Thanks

Vito Guzzardi.